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Abstract

The human body has a unique mechanism for perceiving surrounding temperatures. When

an object is in contact with the skin, we do not feel its temperature. Instead, we feel the temperature

change that is caused on our skin by that object. The faster the heat is transferred, the more

intense the thermal sensation is. In this dissertation, a new dynamic thermal display method,

where different rates of warm and cold are applied on the skin to generate a unique sensation,

is presented. The new method can be related in a wide range of applications including thermal

haptics and virtual reality.

To understand the perception of temperature and the general thermal state of the human

body, the first aspect of this dissertation focuses on investigating the interaction between

temperature change and perception on a large scale. Three field surveys were conducted inside air-

conditioned buildings to investigate the change in the thermal state and temperature perception of

occupants when the room temperature changes. The results showed that the participants’ prediction

of constant operating temperature was poor, however, their prediction was significantly improved

when temperature changes were presented.

In order to more accurately investigate the perception of temperature on the skin, a new

thermal display method using multiple-channel thermal actuators was developed. The principle

of this method is to apply slow and fast rates of temperature change simultaneously on the skin.

The slowly changing temperatures are below the perceptual threshold of the thermal receptors,

therefore will not be detected whereas the quickly changing temperatures are above the perceptual

threshold, hence, will be detected. The idea here is to keep the average surface temperature of

the skin constant, however a person will perceive a sensation of continuous cooling. This method

was tested through a series of experiments, and the results showed that it is capable of generating
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a continuous cooling sensation without changing the average temperature of the stimulation area.

Multiple variations of this method were tested including different heating and cooling rates of

change, different skin locations and patterns of stimuli. Also, a continuous warming was generated

using similar concept.

To further investigate the temperature distribution that is caused by this method and its

effect on the skin, a computational simulation was conducted. An approximate model of the skin

was used to monitor its surface temperature and record the temperatures in the stimulation area

when the continuous cooling method is applied. The results of the simulation showed that the

temperature under the surface of the stimulation area was affected by the continuous cooling

method that was applied on the skin model, however this method did not affect the average

surface temperature of the skin. These findings may later determine the efficiency and intensity

of the method of continuous cooling, and allow us to investigate different technically challenging

variations of this method.

viii
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The sensory system is responsible for perceiving all information in the environment

surrounding the human body. It helps the body identify objects and detect changes in the

environment. A person can recognize the shape and the texture of an object with his or her hands

without looking at the object. A person’s mood can even be recognized by listening to his or her

voice on the phone. It is, through this system, that human beings can interpret information and

interact with the world and with each other. The sensory system uses a set of sense organs and

cells called receptors to detect any changes in the environment, convert it to signals, and send

it to other organs to react upon it. Thermoreceptors are a type of receptor that allow humans

to interact with the surrounding environment by perceiving the thermal characteristics of objects

nearby or in physical contact with the skin. Some types of thermoreceptors are located in the

dermal and epidermal skin layers and they are divided into hot and cold receptors. With the body

core temperature between 36.5◦C and 38.5◦C [1], thermoreceptors play a part in regulating the

body temperature by firing signals to the hypothalamus.

Thermal sensation, perceived by the thermoreceptors that are located in the skin, has the

potential of virtually presenting information to a user as a type of haptic feedback. Much of the

research into this area has focused on using thermal feedback in haptics applications to produce a

more realistic feeling in teleoperation or virtual environment simulations [2]. Wilson [3] showed

that thermal stimuli are identifiable within around 83% accuracy. Moreover, it was found that a

thermal feedback can improve object recognition when visual cues are limited [4]. Other fields

of research associated thermal sensation and temperature perception to thermal comfort and the

physical and psychological response of the human body to different thermal environments even

though thermal comfort is considered a very subjective condition.

1
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Even though multiple studies have been conducted investigating the practical employment

of thermal displays, there are still different areas in this field that are yet to be explored. All of

these aspects inspire the investigation of temperature perception and its capabilities of conveying

thermal information by studying the general temperature perception and thermal comfort of the

body by examining how the skin can perceive and integrate multiple dynamic localized temperature

changes. This dissertation contributes to the areas of temperature perception and thermal displays.

The main contributions of this dissertation are:

• Introducing a novel technique in thermal display by generating a continuous sensation of

cooling or heating on the skin.

• Increasing our fundamental understanding of thermal comfort and temperature prediction

inside climate controlled spaces.

• Development of a finite element model that mimics the thermal properties of the human skin

that provides insight into different thermal display techniques.

This dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter two introduces the idea of thermal

comfort and temperature perception. It starts with a background that presents several examples

of field surveys that have been conducted to test the level of comfort based on the American

Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) standard 55 [5].

Some of the studies focused on creating adaptive thermal comfort models and testing the

efficiency of mechanically and naturally ventilated buildings. This research, however, focused

on the relationship between temperature change and thermal perception which is characterized by

ASHRAE’s thermal comfort scale. The chapter then explains the procedure that was followed to

conduct three field studies in two different locations. All of these surveys were conducted inside

air conditioned buildings investigating the general level of comfort of the occupants and their

ability to predict the temperature inside the buildings. This chapter finally shows the results of

the surveys and the impact of thermal perception on the level of comfort and the prediction of the

ambient temperature as well as cultural and seasonal differences between the three surveys. This

2
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part of the dissertation allowed us to understand the fundamentals of temperature perception and

the complexity and subjectiveness of thermal comfort.

Chapter three concentrates on the dynamic thermal perception over a large skin area in

detail. It introduces the idea of a new thermal display that is localized on certain locations of

the body. The chapter starts with introducing a hypothesis where a unique thermal display can

be generated using multiple dynamic temperature inputs. Using thermal displays as a feedback

in haptics applications and virtual environment simulations is challenging because this type of

feedback is often sluggish [6] and confused with other types of tactile feedbacks. For instance,

Weber showed that cold weights often feel heavier than warm ones [7] [8]. However, literature

shows that the perception of temperature is highly dependent upon the rate of temperature change.

A quickly-changing temperature will be perceived as a strong thermal sensation whilst a slowly-

changing temperature will be perceived as a mild thermal sensation [9].

This nonlinearity that is associated with temperature perception inspired the creation of a

new type of thermal display in which a person can perceive a continuous cooling sensation using

multiple thermal actuators; this is the focal point of this dissertation. The continuous cooling is

perceived when a few actuators are warmed up at a slow rate that is under the perceptual threshold

of the warm receptors of the skin. Simultaneously, other actuators are cooled rapidly at a rate that

is higher than the perceptual threshold, hence triggering the cooling sensation. If the applied

temperature differences are equal, the average temperature from the warming and the cooling

actuators will remain constant. In fact, when the average applied temperature equals the skin

surface temperature, a person will perceive a continuous cooling sensation on the skin without

changing the average temperature of the area of stimulation.

Chapter three is then expanded further to cover the influence of threshold and the rate of

temperature change on thermal perception of the skin and to present the continuous heating that

is conceptually similar to the continuous cooling sensation but has the opposite thermal effect. In

order to investigate and test these concepts that were hypothesized, two thermal display devices

were built and used in multiple sets of experiments. This part of the research provides new insights

3
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into the dynamic relationships between temperature perception, rates of temperature change, and

spatial summation.

Chapter four introduces a computational analysis of continuous cooling perception.

Simulations are often used to imitate and characterize the behavior of a system in the real physical

world in order to analyze its results or outcomes. The previous investigations of this study showed

that the perception of cooling can be generated using multiple thermal actuators. These findings

allowed us to better understand the perception of temperature. Thus, the main focus of this chapter

is a finite element model that simulates the thermal properties of the skin on the forearm. Previous

studies have emphasized the use of thermal and psychological models of the human body and

their capabilities of mimicking the thermoregulatory system [10] [11]. However, the goal of

this chapter is to study the effects of temperature change on an approximate model of the skin.

To validate the results obtained from the simulation, a physical model is designed and built for

conducting continuous cooling experiments. This chapter presents a mathematical solution of the

physical model showing the assumptions and the boundary conditions of the model. The chapter

then discusses the assembly and experimental setup of the physical model used to validate the

simulation. The finite element modeling is then discussed in detail showing the properties of the

model. The chapter then represents the results of the experiments and the simulation as well as the

differences between them.

Chapter five concludes the findings and contributions of this dissertation and suggests some

of the future steps that can expand the use of the continuous cooling thermal display and the

developed finite element model.

4
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Chapter 2: Thermal Comfort and Temperature Perception

2.1 Note to Reader

This chapter, with the exclusion of section 2.6, has been accepted in the AHSRAE Annual

Conference 2016 and has been reproduced with permission from ASHRAE.

2.2 Introduction

The thermal comfort level inside closed areas has been studied for decades in various

places in the world. According to the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-

Conditioning Engineers, thermal comfort can be defined as "the condition of mind that expresses

satisfaction with the thermal environment" [5]. Based on the definition, thermal comfort is a

subjective sensation and it can differ from one person to another even if they are in the same

environment. Thermal comfort is influenced by different factors that can be categorized as physical

and psychological. The physical factors can be categorized by: air temperature, mean radiant

temperature, relative humidity, air speed, clothing level, and metabolic rate [12]. The psychological

factors are related to cultural differences, personal temperature expectations, and mood differences.

Thermal comfort can be reached physically by maintaining a thermal equilibrium between the

heat generated by the human body (represented in the metabolic rate) and the surroundings [13].

ASHRAE Standard 55 specified the comfort zone inside closed spaces where at least 80% of

occupants feel thermally comfortable [5]. This specification is based on generalized theoretical

and mathematical models that were developed from experiments and studies conducted by Fanger

and others [14].

5
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The purpose of this study is to investigate the temperature perception of humans inside

air conditioned areas based on ASHRAE Standard 55 and to study whether or not these areas are

within the acceptable level of thermal comfort. The study also investigates the influence of climate

on temperature perception and thermal comfort.

2.3 Background

Most of the studies that were conducted on thermal comfort follow two different

approaches. The first approach is conventional laboratory studies. Perhaps the most famous of

them is Fanger’s experiments in 1970 [15] [14]. This approach is based on conducting thermal

experiments inside a well-controlled environment like chambers and cabins. Another approach

is the field study approach where the experiments are conducted in real-life environments. The

latter approach proved its effectiveness in studying the thermal comfort inside closed spaces like

classrooms in schools and universities. Most of these studies were conducted using ASHRAE’s

seven point thermal scale [14]. Fanger developed a comfort equation and related it to ASHRAE’s

thermal scale to form a predicted mean vote (PMV) index. The predicted percentage of

dissatisfaction (PPD) was also added to form Fanger’s thermal model for indoor environments [15].

It was found that the outdoor climate is related to the indoor comfort temperature [16].

This relation is different between air conditioned and naturally ventilated buildings. It was

also suggested that occupants of air conditioned buildings do not tolerate a wide range

of temperatures [17]. Yamtraipat found that the recommended thermally acceptable indoor

temperature is around 78.8◦F (26◦C) inside air conditioned buildings in Thailand [18]. However,

the range of thermally comfortable conditions inside buildings depends on the physical factors

of occupants and can be as narrow as 3.5◦F (2◦C) deviation above or below the comfort

temperature [19]. Many studies have been conducted to test ASHRAE Standard 55 in different

climates inside naturally ventilated and air conditioned buildings. It was shown that, in naturally

ventilated buildings, the indoor temperature at which occupants feel comfortable increases during

hot climate and decreases during cold climate [20]. Another study found that occupants’ thermal

6
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preferences change gradually from the heating season to the mid and warm season in naturally

ventilated classrooms in Italy [21]. However, de Dear showed that Fanger’s PMV/PPD model is

only applicable for air conditioned areas [17]. Huizenga studied air quality and thermal comfort

inside air conditioned buildings and found that only 11% of the buildings had 80% or higher

occupant satisfaction. The results showed the importance of field surveys in measuring the thermal

performance of buildings [22].

Additionally, field surveys provide more reliable information about the thermal

environments compared to laboratory studies [23]. By analyzing this information, researchers were

able to study how occupants interact with their environment based on their thermal comfort level.

Wong investigated the thermal comfort inside mechanically ventilated classrooms in Singapore

and found that the classrooms did not fall within ASHRAE’s comfort zone Standard. However,

subjects felt thermally comfortable [24]. Humphreys conducted a study of thermal comfort and

clothing in primary schools in England. The results showed that discomfort was related to the

temperature variation in the classroom but not the temperature itself [16]. Another study in a

Japanese school showed that most of the naturally ventilated classrooms did not fall within the

Standard 55 comfort zone whereas the air conditioned classrooms complied with it. However, the

mean thermal comfort vote reported by occupants of the air conditioned classrooms was "slightly

cool" sensation on ASHRAE scale. Adaptive behaviors regarding clothing in the air-conditioned

rooms where students brought sweaters and sweatshirts in the classrooms were also observed [25].

2.4 Method

Two field studies took place in Tampa, Fl during the summer of 2014 and fall of 2015. Both

studies were conducted inside air conditioned buildings. The locations were inside classrooms at

the university. Florida’s climate is considered humid and subtropical where it is typically wet in the

summer season, with average temperatures above 80◦F ( 27◦C) and dry from fall through spring

with average daytime temperatures above 77◦F (25◦C) [26]. A survey was carried out in an air

conditioned classroom at the University of South Florida in June 2014. The summer classroom

7
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has 11 inlet/outlet ducts and windows on its southern side. Due to the low representation of female

subjects in the summer class and to test occupants’ thermal comfort and temperature perception

during a relatively colder weather, another survey was conducted in November 2015 in a different

air conditioned classroom at the university. The fall classroom has 9 inlet/outlet ducts and no

windows. Both surveys were conducted in a one-hour class session for four days in the summer

classroom and three days in the fall classroom.

2.4.1 Survey Procedure

We studied the thermal perception of subjects in three different scenarios: A constant

temperature, a gradually increasing temperature, and a gradually decreasing temperature. In the

summer classroom, the room’s thermostat was set to its original set point temperature of 68◦F

(20◦C) in day 1 and day 2. On day 3, the temperature was increased from 68◦F (20◦C) at the

beginning of the class session to 73◦F ( 23◦C) at the end of the class. On day 4, the temperature

was decreased from 73◦F ( 23◦C) to 70◦F ( 21◦C) at the end of the class. A similar scenario was

applied in the fall classroom where the temperature remained constant at 71.5◦F (22◦C) on day 1.

On day 2, the room temperature was increased from 71.5◦F (22◦C) at the beginning of the class

session to 75◦F (24◦C) at the end of the class. On day 3, the room temperature was decreased from

71.5◦F (22◦C) to 68◦F (20◦C). The temperature was also measured using a portable thermocouple

in both of the classrooms during the surveys. The outside temperature was recorded in all survey

days and it ranged between 87◦F (30.5◦C) and 89◦F (31.6◦C) during the summer class sessions

and between 71◦F (21.6◦C) and 83◦F (28.3◦C) during the fall class sessions. The temperature

was monitored during the class periods to ensure it was not fluctuating during the sessions where

the temperature remained constant, and it was changing gradually during the sessions where the

temperature was increasing or decreasing. The surveys were handed to subjects at the end of

the class. The subjects were informed that the surveys were anonymous and participation was

voluntary. The survey consisted of 14 multiple choice questions, which are shown in Figure 2.1.

8
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Figure 2.1: The survey used in the classrooms.

Table 2.1: Subjects distribution in summer and fall classrooms
class Day Number of subjects Male/female

Summer class 1 29 26/3
2 24 20/4
3 26 23/3
4 19 17/2

Fall class 1 44 7/37
2 42 6/36
3 45 9/36

9
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2.4.2 Survey Subjects

A total of 98 surveys were collected in the summer class in four days. In the fall class, a total

of 131 surveys were collected in three days. All subjects were healthy and between 18 and 55 year

old. The subjects’ numbers varied between the class sessions. Table 2.1 shows their distribution

along the survey days. All the surveys were anonymous and no personal data were collected. The

surveys followed a protocol approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board.

2.5 Results and Discussion

2.5.1 Summer Class

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a dependent variable of the thermal scale (question

1) was conducted in the analysis of this study. In the summer class, the results showed statistically

significant differences between genders (F(1; 97) = 7.81, p < 0.01) and between survey days (F(3;

97) = 6.99, p < 0.005). The analysis also showed a statistically significant difference between the

answers of question 5. Subjects who were inside the building prior to class had a significantly

"cooler" thermal perception (with an average thermal sensation of -0.6) than subjects who came

from outside the building (with an average thermal sensation of 0) which suggests that the subjects

who were inside the building prior to class may have had lower skin temperatures. Strigo showed

that cool ambient temperatures can decrease the mean skin temperature significantly [27]. Also,

there was a clear shift on the thermal sensation scale in day 3. However, the average thermal

sensation for all four days was -0.18. Figure 2.2 shows the average thermal sensation between

genders, and between the four days. The mean insulation value was also analyzed and was found

to be 0.48 clo (the clothing insulation value) which is considered typical summer clothes [28].

According to the results of the summer class, the average thermal sensation for female

subjects was -0.84 while for male subjects was -0.08. Previous studies found that females can

feel uncomfortably cold more often than males [29]. However, the survey showed that more than

80% of subjects felt thermally comfortable during the four days of survey considering the range

from -1 to 1 being thermally acceptable. Question 6 also showed similar results where 75.5% of
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Figure 2.2: The summer classroom survey results. The thermal perception of females is statistically
significantly different than males. The thermal perception in day 3 is statistically significantly
different than the other days.

subjects voted for "no change" when answering whether they prefer the room temperature to be

cooler or warmer. Figure 2.3(b) shows the average thermal sensation of subjects in the four days.

Additionally, the majority of the subjects voted for "no change" in the air movement in day 3.

Other studies indicated that higher air speeds may improve the occupants’ comfort level [30] [31].

We also did not find a significant difference between the air ducts and window locations and the

thermal perception of subjects (questions 8 and 9).

In addition to these results, the survey showed that the temperature prediction of the

subjects improved in day 3 when the room temperature was gradually increasing, as shown in

Figure 2.3(a). In day 1 and 2, subjects predicted the room temperature to be around 72◦F (22◦C)

which is four degrees higher than the actual temperature. In day 3, their average prediction was

73.8◦F (23◦C) which was only 0.3◦F (0.16◦C) above the actual temperature. Moreover, only 7

out of 26 subjects were able to detect that the room temperature was increasing in day 3. This

finding suggests that the indoor temperature can be raised to a higher temperature in order to reduce

energy consumption without sacrificing the level of comfort or causing significant physiological

changes to occupants (Chen 2011). A previous study showed that a 1.8◦F (1◦C) increase in a room
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temperature can significantly reduce energy consumption [32]. Other researchers have shown that

occupants preferred indoor temperatures between 75.5◦F (24.2◦C) and 80◦F (26.7◦C) inside air

conditioned areas in several hot-humid locations in the world [33] [23] [34].

Figure 2.3: The summer classroom temperatures. (a) The actual temperature of the summer class
versus the average predicted temperature from subjects. (b) The average thermal comfort level of
subjects for four days during summer class.

2.5.2 Fall Class

In the fall class, the results showed statistically significant differences between the survey

days (F(2; 118) = 14.29, p < 0.005). The results also showed that females were statistically

significantly more accurate in predicting the room temperature (F(1; 118) = 4.46, p < 0. 05).

The average temperature prediction for female subjects was 73.5◦F (23◦C) while for male subjects

was 74.6◦F (32.7◦C). This agrees with previous studies which suggest that female subjects are

more sensitive to temperature deviation [15]. Figure 2.4 shows the average thermal sensation

between the three days, and the temperature prediction between male and female subjects. The

survey also showed that 87% of subjects felt thermally comfortable during the three days of survey

considering the range from -1 to 1 being thermally acceptable. Figure 2.5(b) shows the average

thermal sensation of subjects in the three days. Also, the mean insulation value of the fall class

survey was 0.64 clo.
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The results of the fall class surveys showed that the temperature prediction of the subjects

improved when the room temperature increased as shown in Figure 2.5(a). In day 1, subjects

predicted the room temperature to be 74.2◦F (23.4◦C) which was close to three degrees above the

actual temperature. In day 2, subjects’ prediction was 74◦F (23.3◦C) which was only one degree

below the actual room temperature.

Figure 2.4: The fall classroom survey results. The thermal prediction of females is statistically
significantly different than males. The thermal perception in day 3 is statistically significantly
different than the other days.

Both surveys investigated the thermal perception and the comfort level inside air

conditioned buildings. The results of both surveys showed that subjects were sensitive to

temperature change in the classrooms. In the summer class, subjects were more sensitive to

the increasing temperature while in the fall class subjects were more sensitive to the decreasing

temperature. This contrast between the results may be related to the difference in the outside

temperatures between the summer and fall classes. It can also be related to the percentage of

female subjects in both of the classes. In the summer class, only 12% of the subjects were females,

whilst in the fall class 83% of the subjects were females. Previous studies showed that females

prefer higher room temperatures than males [29].
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Figure 2.5: The fall classroom temperatures. (a) The actual temperature of the fall class versus the
average predicted temperature from subjects. (b) The average thermal comfort level of subjects for
three days during fall class.

The results of the temperature prediction were similar between the two classes. In the

summer class, subjects expected the temperature to be 4◦F (2◦C) higher in a 68◦F (20◦C) room

temperature. Their prediction became more accurate with a higher room temperature. We did

not, however, find significant differences between male and female subjects. In the fall class, we

noticed a significant difference between male and female subjects. The average prediction for

male subjects was around 3◦F (1.7◦C) higher in a 71.5◦F (22◦C) room temperature whilst female

subjects were significantly more accurate as was shown in Figure 2.4.

Additionally, subjects from both classrooms reported an average "neutral" level of comfort

despite the difference in the room temperatures in both of the classes. The summer class subjects

had a thermally "neutral" comfort level even when the room temperature was raised to 73.5◦F

(23◦C) while the fall class subjects reported the same comfort level in a slightly higher temperature

range even though they had the same metabolism rate. This difference may be linked to the

clothing insulation level in the fall class which was noticeably higher than it is in the summer

class. However, it did not affect the thermal comfort level or temperature prediction of subjects.
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2.6 Cultural Differences

Thermal comfort has often been associated with studies that are related to the thermal

perception of humans. A considerable amount of research has been done on thermal comfort

in different climates and cultures. However, there is very little research that compares thermal

perception in different cultures. The main goal of the surveys conducted in this section is to

investigate the influence of culture and climate on temperature perception and thermal comfort.

A field survey was conducted in an air conditioned shopping mall in Amman, Jordan in

July 2014. Jordan has a long dry summer season with an average temperature of 90◦F (32◦C) and

a cool rainy winter season [35]. The surveys were conducted for three continuous days inside the

shopping mall that consisted of four floors.

In this study we investigated the thermal perception of the mall shoppers for three days.

Due to the difficulty of conducting an anonymous written questionnaire similar to the classroom

survey, we approached random shoppers for two-minute interviews. The purpose of the survey

was briefly explained to the subjects. After having their verbal acceptance to participate, they were

asked two multiple choice questions:

1. How do you feel in the shopping mall?

(Hot Warm Slightly warm Comfortable Slightly cool Cool Cold)

2. What do you think the inside temperature is?

(68−70◦F 70−72◦F 72−74◦F 74−76◦F 76−78◦F)

We used a portable thermostat to measure the temperature and humidity in random places

inside the shopping mall and before asking each subject. Also, the outside temperature was

recorded for all three days and it ranged between 86◦F (30◦C) and 91◦F (33◦C). Question 2 was

asked to subjects in the Celsius scale since it is the most commonly used unit in Jordan. Even

though choosing subjects was random, we did not approach subjects near entrances and exits to

avoid thermally biased subjects and to follow the mall administration’s policy. We also preferred

subjects who were in a seated position or slowly walking to avoid high metabolism rate.
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A total of 100 subjects participated in the survey, 63 males and 37 females all were above

18 years old. All the surveys were anonymous and no personal data were collected. The mall’s

approval was obtained before the survey. Also, the surveys followed a protocol approved by the

University of South Florida’s Institutional Review Board.

The results in this field study showed that the average ambient temperature inside the

shopping mall ranged between 73.5◦F (23◦C) and 79◦F (26◦C) with an average of 75.7◦F

(24◦C) during the three days of survey. The average thermal sensation for all subjects was 0.68

which is within the comfort zone. The results also showed a statistically significant difference

in temperature prediction between genders (F(1; 99) = 11.95, p < 0.05), which is shown in

Figure 2.6. This agrees with previous studies which suggest that female subjects are more sensitive

to temperature deviation [15].

73 73.5 74 74.5 75 75.5 76

Females

Males

Predicted Temperature °F(°C)
(22.7) (23) (23.3) (23.6) (23.9) (24.2) (24.5)

Figure 2.6: The shopping mall survey results. The temperature prediction in females is statistically
significantly different than males.

Further analysis was performed on the comfort level inside the shopping mall using CBE

thermal comfort tool [36] and it was found that the environment inside the building did not comply
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with ASHRAE standard 55. However, 83% of subjects felt thermally comfortable inside the

shopping mall during the field study. Several thermal comfort studies were conducted inside

naturally ventilated and air conditioned locations and it was found that 80% and more of occupants

felt thermally comfortable in most of the studied locations even though they did not fall within the

comfort zone of ASHRAE standard 55 [34].

In the shopping mall, we noticed a significant difference between male and female subjects.

The average prediction for male subjects was around 2◦F (1◦C) lower than the ambient temperature

whilst female subjects were significantly more accurate as was shown in Figure 2.6. This difference

between male and female subjects may be related to the clothing insulation level. We noticed that

the shopping mall’s subjects had less exposed skin areas to the environment than the subjects from

the classroom. Kwon and Choi had the same observation regarding Asian subjects when compared

to other non-Asians [37]. Moreover, Kenz found that subjects living in different cultures had

different thermal perception in different environments with similar thermal conditions [38].

The subjects also reported an average "neutral" level of comfort in a relatively higher

temperature range even though they had a higher metabolism rate. This difference may be

linked to the lack of air conditioners in most of Jordanian houses. Hence, they might have

higher expectations for the environment inside an air conditioned building. Yamtraipat studied

the acclimatization to using home air conditioners between subjects in Thailand and found that

subjects who were acclimated to air conditioning have a lower "neutral" temperature perception

than other subjects [18].

2.7 Conclusion

We presented two field surveys that studied thermal comfort and perception inside air

conditioned areas. Both surveys were conducted inside two classrooms in Tampa, USA. In the

summer class, a total of 98 surveys were conducted for four days. The results showed that subjects

had a significantly more accurate temperature prediction at a slightly elevated room temperature.

Also, there was a significant difference in thermal votes between male and female subjects. In the
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fall class, a total of 131 surveys were conducted for three days. The results showed that female

subjects had a significantly more accurate temperature prediction than male subjects. In both

surveys, subjects were thermally comfortable despite the difference in the operating temperature

inside the two classrooms.
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Chapter 3: Perceived Cooling Using Asymmetrically Applied Hot and Cold Stimuli

3.1 Note to Reader

This chapter, with the exclusion of section 3.6, has been accepted as a journal paper in

IEEE Transactions on Haptics.DOI: 10.1109/TOH.2016.2578334 [39]

3.2 Introduction

Thermal sensation has the potential of virtually presenting information to a user and much

of the research into this area has focused on using thermal feedback to increase the realism of

teleoperation or virtual environment simulations by conveying the temperature of a remote or

virtual object. For example, thermal cues can be used to discriminate between materials of different

thermal properties [40]. However, the display of temperature in haptic and virtual environments

is often excluded in practice because it is a relatively slow sense compared to tactile perception

and also because the effects of temperature are confounded by many related tactile perceptions.

But it is exactly these complex interactions that make it important to study. Skin temperature

affects vibrotactile thresholds [41], calming music is associated with cooling skin [42], and body

temperature can even affect the performance of athletes [43]. Yet, the ability to use a thermal

actuator to generate a perception in a person lags behind the use of force and tactile feedback.

Skin contains different sensors that measure hot and cold, and the perception is highly

dependent upon the rate of temperature change [44]. We hypothesize that multichannel dynamic

temperature inputs will enable unique temperature display capabilities because a slower rate of

temperature change causes a nonlinear increase in warm and cold thresholds [45]. By arranging

a grid of independently controlled temperature actuators, one or more actuators can always be
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Figure 3.1: Slowly heating actuators mixed with quickly cooling actuators create the feeling of
continuous cooling.

cooling quickly while the others are heating slowly as shown in Figure 3.1. Alternating which

actuator/actuators are cooling quickly ensures that the average skin temperature never changes yet,

the person will perceive that their skin is continuously cooling due to the nonlinear temperature

perception. This method is conceptually similar to using an asymmetrically applied oscillating

force that generates a perception of force applied in one direction, but without any net force

applied [46]. To achieve this thermal pattern, we use thermoelectric devices (also known as

peltier coolers). They work as heaters or coolers under an applied voltage with different polarities.

Thermoelectric devices are well-suited to applying dynamic temperature inputs [47]. They can

easily be scaled to small sizes because no moving parts are required. If one side is held at a

relatively constant temperature, the other can be made cooler or hotter in proportion to the applied

voltage.

The purpose of this work is to investigate our hypothesis that a perception of cooling can

be conveyed without actually changing the average skin temperature, and to examine how the body

can perceive and integrate multiple dynamic localized temperature changes (from peltier devices

in these experiments). These results provide a new insight into the spatial summation process

and could enable the rational design/development of thermal display systems for a wide range of

applications.
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3.3 Background on Thermal Perception

Human skin detects the changes in temperature by thermoreceptors located in the dermal

and epidermal skin layers. There are two types of thermoreceptors: warm receptors, which are

active for temperature increases from 30◦C to 45◦C, and cold receptors, which are active for

temperature decreases from 30◦C to 18◦C. Cold receptors outnumber warm receptors in the skin

by a ratio up to 30:1 [48] [6]. Additionally, cold receptors respond faster than warm receptors.

Wilson [49] found that cold stimuli can be detected faster than warm stimuli. Between 30◦C and

36◦C, both warm and cold thermoreceptors are active, and no thermal sensation is observed at

steady state [50]. Below 18◦C and above 45◦C, pain receptors, called nociceptors, are active [51].

According to Jones and Ho [52], temperature perception depends on the rate of temperature

change, magnitude, baseline temperature of the body, and the stimulated location on the body.

One typical metric of sensitivity is the threshold at which the stimulus is first perceptible. For

example, a slow temperature change will not be noticed until the temperature has increased by

over 3◦C and temperature sensitivity increases up to 0.1◦C/s, where the temperature change is

noticed after about a 0.4◦C change; further increasing the rate beyond 0.1◦C/s has a small effect on

the thermal threshold [53][9]. The relationship between the temperature threshold and the rate of

temperature change is shown in Figure 3.2. The different sensations of cold and warm are usually

associated with the conduction velocities of cold receptors, which respond much faster than warm

receptors [50].

The area of the simulation is inversely related to the thermal threshold of the skin where

the temperature change is first noticed. In fact, low spatial resolution of thermal stimuli occurs

because the sensed temperature is based on the spatial average of stimuli over an area or feature of

the body [55]. Spatial summation effects decrease the thermal threshold as the area of thermal

stimuli increase. Smaller temperature differences can be detected by increasing the thermal

stimuli area [56]. Increasing the area of warm stimulus has more effect on thermal threshold

than increasing the area of cold stimulus [53]. Spatial summation implies that tests of perception

should be performed on large areas of the skin. In order to apply thermal gradients to the skin
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Figure 3.2: The rate of change affects the thresholds at which temperature changes are first noticed.
Data adapted from [9] and [54].

without causing effects from the coverage, the area needs to be large enough so that there is not a

significant size effect.

Studies have shown that large differences in nearby temperatures can confuse thermal

perception [57]. Low temperature differences elicit a feeling referred to as synthetic heat [58].

Synthetic heat is generally perceived when adjacent hot and cold sensors perceive a discrepancy.

Thunberg [59] first discovered this effect and called it the thermal grill illusion. Although synthetic

heat and the thermal grill illusion terms are often used interchangeably because the resulting effect

is the sensation of strong heat, synthetic heat usually refers to applying equal amounts of heating

and cooling to the skin sequentially, whereas the thermal grill illusion typically refers to the heating

and cooling of the skin in alternating rows. These effects often diminish after a short time [60].

The thermal grill illusion and synthetic heat are often related to the sensation of pain. However,

it has been shown that synthetic heat can be perceived without pain by applying cool and mildly

warm stimuli [61].

The method tested here is distinctly different than the thermal grill illusion and synthetic

heat in that all of the actuators’ temperatures are constantly changing and the application rates

of heating and cooling are asymmetric. Furthermore, this method applies a 1◦C temperature
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difference between heating and cooling stimuli unlike synthetic heat and thermal grill where the

temperature difference can get up to 20◦C between heating and cooling stimuli [62]. Also, in this

method, the actuators are continuously changing directions between heating and cooling unlike the

thermal grill illusion where each actuator has a constant temperature and does not change direction

between heating and cooling.

3.4 Method

This study consisted of three sets of experiments evaluating different aspects of the

continuous cooling perception. The first experimental set investigated the differences between

the application of a four-channel dynamic thermal display with two patterns and constant skin

temperature. The second experimental set employed a twelve-channel dynamic thermal display

to investigate its effect on three locations by applying different heating/cooling rates. The third

experimental set tested the effect of multiple thermal patterns on the perception of continuous

cooling using the twelve-channel dynamic thermal display.

3.4.1 Thermal Stimuli

In experimental set 1, two patterns of stimuli, shown in Figure 3.3(a), were applied to the

subjects to test how the pattern of thermal actuation affected the perception. The ordered pattern

sequentially increased the temperature of the actuators in order across the forearm so that each

location felt a delayed version of the adjacent actuator. The rearranged pattern mixed up this

consistent pattern so the adjacent actuators were out of sync with each other. In these two dynamic

patterns, four actuators were controlled such that three were slowly heating over 30 seconds out

of phase with each other at a rate of 0.033◦C/s and one was quickly cooling over 10 seconds at a

rate of 0.1◦C/s. Every ten seconds, the actuator that was cooling would start slowly heating up and

another would start quickly cooling. This heating/cooling cycle will be referred to as 30/10, which

corresponds to the pattern each actuator follows throughout the experiments. The third thermal

stimulus in experimental set 1 applied a constant temperature as a neutral temperature reference
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point baseline for comparison. In this baseline, all actuators were maintained at 31◦C for four

minutes during this control stimulus, which is the same time duration and average temperature as

the dynamic actuation.

Experimental set 2 investigated the same concept using twelve actuators so additional

configurations could be evaluated. Nine actuators were slowly heating out of phase with each

other and three were quickly cooling. Three different heating/cooling cycles were used with one

diagonal pattern. The first cycle was the 21/7, where nine actuators were slowly heating over 21

seconds (at a rate of 0.047◦C/s) and three were cooling over 7 seconds (at a rate of 0.14◦C/s). The

second cycle was the 45/15, where nine actuators were slowly heating over 45 seconds (at a rate

of 0.022◦C/s) and three were cooling over 15 seconds (at a rate of 0.067◦C/s). The third cycle was

the 30/10. Figure 3.3(b) shows the thermal pattern for experimental set 2 (with an example rate of

30/10).

Experimental set 3 was conceptually divided into two parts examining different aspects

of the thermal perception, but was performed during the same subject session. In the first part,

three different patterns were tested with the 30/10 heating/cooling time. The patterns were

diagonal, horizontal, and arbitrary as shown in Figure 3.3(c). In the second part, two additional

heating/cooling ratios were tested. The first ratio was 8:4 where eight actuators were slowly heating

and four were quickly cooling in a vertical pattern. The second ratio was 10:2 where ten actuators

were slowly heating and two were quickly cooling. Figures 3.3(c) and (d) illustrate all the patterns

tested in experimental set 3.

All the heating/cooling rates from all three experimental sets were based on the data from

Figure 3.2 and are selected so that the cooling will be above the perceptual threshold and the

heating will be below the perceptual threshold. For instance, a rate of 0.033◦C/s is large enough

to raise the temperature of the actuator 1◦C, but is small enough to not trigger the perception of

warming. Table 3.1 summarizes the different heating/cooling time cycles and patterns used in all

three experimental sets.
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Figure 3.3: All experimental patterns with cycle time in seconds.
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Table 3.1: Heating/cooling rates and patterns used in the experiments 

 Warming/cooling 
time 

Pattern Location 

Experiment 1 
30/10 Ordered Right anterior 

forearm 30/10 Rearranged

Experiment 2 
21/7 

Diagonal 
Right/Left 

anterior/posterior 
forearm 

30/10 

45/15 

Experiment 3 
part 1 

30/10 Horizontal
Right posterior 

forearm 
30/10 Diagonal 

30/10 Arbitrary 

Experiment 3 
part 2 

26/13 Vertical 
Right posterior 

forearm 
30/10 Diagonal 

35/7 Diagonal 
 

The average surface temperature stayed constant in all trials during the experiments

even though each actuator changed linearly between 30.5◦C and 31.5◦C in most cases. The

actuators with increasing temperatures were under the rate threshold, whereas the actuators with

decreasing temperature were above the threshold and, thus, noticeable. Before starting the patterns,

all actuators were slowly warmed up to the normal skin temperature (which is approximately

31◦C) [45].

3.4.2 Apparatus

In experimental set 1, four large thermal actuators were used. The actuators were peltier

devices (40 mm x 40 mm x 3.8 mm) (Vktech TEC1-12706) mounted on an aluminum plate (80 mm

x 200 mm x 4 mm). Two heat sinks (98 mm x 40 mm x 20 mm) were attached under the plate. Four

surface-temperature thermistors (Mindray MR403) were attached to the surfaces of the peltier

devices using double-coated thermal tape. A foam pad surrounded the peltier plates to ensure the

heat transfer occurred through the peltier plates and not the surrounding portion of the plate or arm.

Figure 3.4 shows the experimental setup.
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Figure 3.4: The device used in experimental set 1 to test the constantly changing thermal patterns
on humans.

Twelve thermal actuators were used in experimental sets 2 and 3. The actuators were

peltier devices (14.8 mm x 14.8 mm x 3.6 mm) (TE-31-1.0-1.3). The actuators formed a 3 x 4

thermoelectric matrix with a 7.5 mm space between the actuators. Twelve thermistors were

used to control each actuator individually. To provide accuracy in temperature reading, each

thermistor was inserted inside an aluminum plate (15 mm x 15 mm x 3 mm). The aluminum

plates were attached to the surface of the peltier devices using thermal paste. Every four actuators

were attached to a heat sink (98 mm x 20 mm). A simple voltage divider circuit was added to

the apparatus to read the thermistors. The 3 x 4 matrix with the heat sinks, aluminum plates,

thermistors, and the voltage divider circuit were built on a cellphone armband as shown in

Figure 3.5 to add maneuverability to the apparatus. The total stimuli area was 48.53 cm2.

The actuators were driven with a proportional feedback controller. After receiving the

temperature readings from the thermistors, the controller calculated the required current for the
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Figure 3.5: The device used in experimental sets 2 and 3 to test the constantly changing thermal
patterns on humans.

peltier devices. The control signal was sent via serial port to an op amp in a voltage-controlled

current source configuration. Figure 3.6 shows the proposed pattern against the actual temperature

pattern applied on one of the subjects. The actual pattern ranged between 30.5◦C to 31.5◦C, which

is slightly smaller than the proposed range, but sufficient for these tests.

The actuator board in experimental set 1 was designed in a way that allowed subjects to

lift their arms at any time during the experiments in case they felt uncomfortable or in case of an

emergency. We noted that some subjects moved their arms around during the experiments. Two

subjects even lifted their arms completely off the actuators during experimental set 1 for none of

these reasons. That motion caused some disturbance with the surface temperature of the actuators.

However, the apparatus used in experimental sets 2 and 3 addressed the arm-movement issue by

strapping the apparatus to the forearm to ensure full contact between the actuators and the skin.

Because it was difficult to remove quickly, proper caution was taken to avoid any electrical contact

or excessive temperatures. The amount of pressure applied from the actuators on the skin has been

shown to not have significant effects on thermal thresholds or perception [63], hence, we did not

consider it in our current investigation.
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3.4.3 Experimental Procedure

In all three experimental sets, subjects were seated in a chair and were offered a brief

explanation of the study followed by the consenting process. Following that, the temperatures of

their anterior and posterior forearms were measured using a non-contact laser temperature gun.

Experimental set 1 was divided into three phases: the ordered pattern, the rearranged

pattern, and the constant temperature. At the beginning of each phase, subjects were asked to

press the anterior area of their dominant forearm against the actuators. Subjects were instructed

to keep their forearms in continuous contact with the actuators for the entire four minutes of each

phase. Each subject in experimental set 1 did a total of three randomly ordered experiments in an

average of 30 minutes.
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Figure 3.6: Proposed pattern (top) compared to the actual pattern applied on one of the subjects
(bottom).
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Experimental set 2 was also divided into three phases: 30/10, 21/7, and 45/15

heating/cooling time cycles, all in a diagonal pattern. Three different locations were tested: the

posterior and anterior dominant forearm and the anterior non-dominant forearm. Subjects received

assistance to wear the apparatus on their forearms. Each subject in experimental set 2 completed a

total of nine randomly ordered experiments in an average of 1 hour.

To better describe experimental set 3, it was conceptually divided into two parts. The first

part consisted of three phases: 30/10 diagonal, 30/10 horizontal, and 30/10 arbitrary. The second

part consisted of two phases: 8:4 and 10:2 heating/cooling ratios. These two parts will be combined

in the results section for analytical purposes. Subjects received assistance to wear the apparatus

on their posterior dominant forearm. Each subject in experimental set 3 completed a total of five

randomly ordered experiments in an average of 30 minutes.

To allow initial transients to settle, the first minute of each phase was not analyzed in

all experiments and subjects were told to wait until after this warm-up phase before responding.

Throughout the last three minutes of the experimental phases, subjects were asked to describe how

they perceived the temperature of their arm. In experimental set 1, the participants were asked

every 30 seconds, which corresponded to the point where two actuators are at the lowest and the

highest temperatures. In experimental sets 2 and 3, different patterns and heating/cooling ratios

were being implemented, hence, a question every 30 seconds would not coincide with similar peak

points. Instead, a question every 22 seconds in experimental sets 2 and 3 was used to ensure the

consistency of the effect between all three experimental sets. Subjects’ responses were quantified

using the scale shown in Table 3.2, which is a slightly altered form of the American Society of

Heating, Refrigeration, Air-conditioning Engineering (ASHRAE) thermal sensation scale [64].

Subjects would take a five minute break between each experimental phase. During the break,

subjects were asked to describe if they felt a temperature change and if there was any differences

between the phases.
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Table 3.2: Thermal sensation scale used in the experiments

Value& Thermal&scale&
+3& Hot 
+2& Very warm 
+1& Warm 
0& Neutral 
21& Cool 
22& Very cool 
23& Cold 

 

3.4.4 Subjects

All subjects were between 18 and 55 years old, healthy, right handed, and their average

arm skin temperature generally ranged between 30◦C and 32◦C. All experiments were conducted

in a room with a temperature of 22◦C. Each participant read and signed a consent form before the

experiment that followed a protocol approved by the University of South Florida’s Institutional

Review Board.

A total of 21 subjects participated, but a technical malfunction occurred during one

experiment, so this subject’s data was not analyzed. The subjects were distributed as follows:

Ten subjects participated in experimental set 1, seven males and three females. Eight subjects

participated in experimental set 2, seven males and one female. Three of them had participated in

experimental set 1. Another eight subjects participated in experimental set 3, six males and two

females. Two of them had participated in the previous experiments. Only one subject participated

in all three experiments.

3.5 Results

A chi-square goodness-of-fit test was performed on all conditions of the experimental sets

to determine whether the data were randomly sampled from a normal distribution. The results

showed that the data were not normally distributed in any of the experimental sets. Therefore, a

comparison of the repeated measures using Friedman’s test was performed to analyze the data in
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each experimental set. When the Friedman test yielded significant results, a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum

Test was used as the post-hoc test for individual comparisons. The results are illustrated using the

means and standard errors of the factors in the experimental sets.

In experimental set 1, the non-parametric Friedman’s test showed a statistically significant

difference between the three experimental patterns (X2(2) = 37.98, p < 0.001). A post-hoc

test showed that the constant temperature control was statistically significantly different than the

ordered pattern (Z =−3.93, p < .0001) and rearranged pattern (Z =−3.27, p < .0001), but there

was no statistically significant difference between the ordered and rearranged patterns. Moreover,

there was a clear perception of a continuous cooling effect in 9 out of the 10 subjects. The analysis

did not show statistical significance between the answer timings. However, subjects reported that

the location of cooling moved around the arm during the experiments. Only one subject perceived

a sensation of heating during the ordered/rearranged patterns. The subject that did not perceive the

continuous cooling was the only subject with a relatively low skin temperature ranging between

29◦C (close to the wrist area) and 30◦C. The thermal response results for all subjects are illustrated

in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental set 1 results showing means and standard errors for the different
patterns. Ordered and rearranged patterns are statistically significantly different than the constant
temperature condition.
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All subjects in experimental set 1 reported that the temperature did not change during the

constant temperature phase. Eight subjects reported that both the ordered and rearranged sequences

were generally cool. Seven of them stated that the ordered pattern was colder than the rearranged

pattern. Furthermore, two subjects performed the experiments on their posterior forearms in

addition to the anterior side. However, we did not continue this version of the experiment because

the subjects reported discomfort in positioning the dorsal area of their forearms horizontally on the

actuators for four minutes.

In experimental set 2, Friedman’s test yielded statistically significant results between the

heating/cooling times (X2(2) = 15.72, p < 0.001), and between locations (X2(2) = 17.74, p <

0.001). The test did not show statistically significant differences between the answer timings. A

post-hoc test showed that the 45/15 heating/cooling time is statistically significantly different than

the 30/10 (Z =−2.99, p = .003) and 21/7 (Z =−2.62, p = .009) as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The

perception of continuous cooling was reported from 7 out of the 8 subjects. Three subjects, who

also participated in experimental set 1, reported that the cooling felt steadier and more spread out

than it was in experimental set 1. One subject did not perceive a continuous cooling or heating

sensation during the experiment. A post-hoc test, illustrated in Figure 3.9, shows that the dominant

posterior forearm location was statistically significantly different than the nondominant anterior

location (Z =−4.24, p < .001) and the dominant anterior location (Z =−3.12, p = .002).

Subjects did not report any differences in the perception between the anterior locations of both

forearms.

The analysis of experimental set 3 yielded statistically significant differences between

the combinations of pattern/ratio stimuli (X2(4) = 10.36, p < 0.05) and between the answer

timings (X2(7) = 24.95, p < 0.001). A post-hoc analysis showed that the diagonal 10:2 ratio

was statistically significantly different than both the horizontal 9:3 ratio (Z =−2.13, p = .033)

and the vertical 8:4 ratio (Z =−2.50, p = .01) as illustrated in Figure 3.10. Furthermore, time2

in the answer timings was statistically significantly different than time5 (Z =−3.02, p = 0.003)
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Figure 3.8: Experimental set 2 results showing means and standard errors for the different cooling
rates. 45/15 heating/cooling time is statistically significantly different than 30/10 and 21/7 times.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental set 2 results showing means and standard errors for the location of
thermal stimuli. The perception on the posterior forearm is statistically significantly different from
the perception on the anterior forearms.

and time8 (Z =−3.41, p = 0.001). Time8 was also statistically significantly different than time3

(Z =−2.84, p = 0.005) and time4 (Z =−2.6, p = 0.009), as shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental set 3 results showing means and standard errors of the patterns and
ratios. The perceptions of the 8:4 and horizontal 9:3 heating/cooling ratios were statistically
significantly different than the 10:2 ratio. Also, all results were statistically significantly different
than zero.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental set 3 results showing means and standard errors of the answer timings.
The horizontal axis shows the time at which subjects were asked in seconds. Time8 was statistically
significantly different than time2, time3, and time4. Time2 was statistically significantly different
than time5. All results were statistically significantly different than zero.
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3.6 Continuous Heating Stimulation

The previous results showed that a continuous cooling sensation can be generated using

asymmetrically applied heating and cooling stimuli. In this section, continuous heating is

investigated using the same stimulation principle. The new method applies a combination of fast

heating and slow cooling rates using the same thermal actuators. The slow cooling rate is under the

perceptual threshold level, hence it is not perceived. The fast heating rate, however, is perceived

creating the feeling that the temperature is warmer than it actually is. The goal here is to generate

a continuous warm sensation using multiple dynamic localized thermal inputs. To achieve this

goal, the thresholds of hot and cold receptors has to be tested using different heating and cooling

rates of change and baseline skin temperatures. The results will provide new information about

temperature thresholds of relatively slow rates of change and will increase our understanding of

thermal perception.

It has been shown that large temperature differences between a stimulus and nearby skin

areas can create confusion in thermal perception [57], and it often happens when adjacent hot and

cold sensors perceive a discrepancy. This phenomenon is referred to as synthetic heat [58] and

was first discovered by Thunberg [59] [62] who called it the thermal grill illusion. Although the

outcome of both terms perceives excessive heat sensation, synthetic heat usually refers to applying

equal amounts of heating and cooling on two locations on the skin, whereas thermal grill refers

to heating and cooling in an alternating sequence. The effects of synthetic heat and thermal grill

illusion are often accompanied with the momentary sensation of pain.

The method presented here is distinctly different than the synthetic heat and thermal grill

illusion. In this method, the temperatures of the actuators are constantly changing with two

different rates for cooling and heating unlike the thermal grill illusion where each actuator has

a constant temperature and does not change direction between heating and cooling. Additionally,

only 1◦C temperature difference is applied between the heating and cooling stimuli in this method

whereas the temperature difference can get up to 20◦C between the heating and cooling stimuli in

the thermal grill illusion [62].
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The study in this section was divided into two parts examining the characteristics of thermal

threshold and constant heating perception. The first part investigated the perceptual threshold of a

decreasing temperature from three baseline starting temperatures using three rates of change. The

second part studied the effect of applying asymmetric hot and cold stimuli using three average

operating temperatures. The two parts of the study were conducted on the dorsal area of the

dominant forearm using the same apparatus.

3.6.1 Thermal Threshold

In the first part of the study, three rates of cooling (0.05◦C/s, 0.033◦C/s, and 0.022◦C/s)

were applied to the participants. These rates were chosen to test our hypothesis of creating a

unique thermal display and to examine how participants will react to the temperature change.

Also, there is very little research that has been done studying thermal thresholds on such low rates

of temperature change. Three baseline starting temperatures were used (29◦C, 31◦C, and 33◦C)

with the rates of temperature change making a total of nine experiments. Only three actuators out

of 12 were cooling while the other nine remained at the baseline temperature to be comparable to

our method of continuous heating. Figure 3.12(a) shows the layout of the actuators where three

are cooling diagonally and the rest are at a constant temperature. The total surface area of thermal

stimulation was approximately 7 cm2. Figure 3.12(b) illustrates the difference between the three

rates of temperature change over a 60 second period.

3.6.2 Multiple Thermal Stimuli

The second part of the study investigated the concept of constant heating using twelve

actuators. Nine actuators were slowly cooling over 30 seconds out of phase from each other at a

rate of 0.033◦C/s while three actuators were quickly heating over 10 seconds at a rate of 0.1◦C/s.

Every ten seconds, the actuator that was heating would start slowly cooling down and another

would start quickly heating. Three different average temperatures (29◦C, 31◦C, and 33◦C) were

used with one diagonal pattern applied on the forearm. Figure 3.13 shows the thermal pattern of
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Figure 3.12: (a) The layout of the activated actuators, (b) The rates of change that are used in the
first experimental set for a 31◦C baseline temperature.

the continuous heating method. Two more experiments were added to this part where two constant

temperatures of 31◦C and 33◦C were applied on the skin as a neutral temperature reference point

for comparison.

Before generating the pattern, as shown in Figure 3.13, all actuators were slowly warmed up

to match their corresponding average temperatures of thermal stimuli. Even though the temperature

linearly changed within 1◦C difference, the average surface temperature of the skin did not change

during the experiments.
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Figure 3.13: The heating and cooling patterns used in the second experimental set.

3.6.3 Procedure and Participants

Participants were seated in a chair inside a temperature-controlled room with an ambient

temperature of 23◦C. After the participants were given a brief explanation of the experiments, their

forearm temperature was measured.

In the first part of the experiment, the cold threshold of different rates of change and

baseline starting temperatures was studied (section 3.6.1). After one minute of transition time,

to allow the actuators to reach the baseline temperature, three actuators started to cool down

according to the assigned rate of change for one minute. Participants were instructed to report

when they perceived a clear sensation of cold. Each participant completed nine randomly ordered

experiments in this part over an average of 15 minutes.

The second part of the experiment tested the concept of constant heating using twelve

actuators (section 3.6.2). Three trials were conducted using three average temperatures (29◦C,

31◦C, and 33◦C) with a cooling rate of 0.033◦C/s over 30 seconds and a heating rate of 0.1◦C/s

over 10 seconds. The fourth trial applied a constant temperature of 31◦C throughout the actuators

as a neutral reference for comparison. A fifth trial, added for later subjects, applied a constant

temperature of 33◦C as another reference for comparison. Only five participants took the 33◦C

constant temperature experiment. At the beginning of each experiment, the actuators were given

one minute to warm up and settle on the starting temperature. After that, participants were asked

to describe their thermal sensation on the forearm every 30 seconds using the American Society
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of Heating, Refrigeration, Air-conditioning Engineering (ASHRAE) thermal sensation scale [64].

The scale consists of seven thermal levels: hot, warm, slightly warm, neutral, slightly cool, cool,

and cold, or from +3 to −3 respectively. A two-minute break was given to participants between

each experiment.

Ten participants (eight males and two females) participated in this study. They were all

healthy and between 18 and 55 years old. Nine of the participants were right handed, and their

skin temperature ranged between 30◦C, and 32◦C on the dorsal area of the dominant forearm.

Each participant read and signed a consent form before the experiment that followed a protocol

approved by the University of South Florida’s Institutional Review Board.

3.6.4 Results

In the first part of the study, the obtained data was analyzed using an ANOVA with

a dependent variable of response time and three independent variables of baseline starting

temperature, rate of change, and participant. Another ANOVA with a dependent variable of

subjective rating and two independent variables of average temperature and participant was used

in the analysis of the second part. All statistical tests were based on an alpha value of 0.05.

The results of the first part showed the response time to cooling at 29◦C baseline

temperature was statistically significantly faster (F(2, 76) = 17.84, p < 0.001) than 31◦C and

33◦C. However, there was no statistical significance between the other two cooling rates.

Figure 3.14 shows the response time of cooling for the three baseline starting temperatures.

The mean response time for all rates of change was longer than 40 seconds which accounts

for a threshold above 1◦C with the 0.033◦C/s and 0.05◦C/s rates of change. Figure 3.15 represents

the response time to cooling at the three rates of change.

In the second part, the results showed a statistically significant difference between the

average temperatures of stimuli and the constant temperature(F(3, 267) = 223.71, p < 0.001).

The perception of continuous heating was distinctly noticeable at 31◦C average temperature

stimulus compared to the constant stimulation at the same temperature where participants reported
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Figure 3.14: The results of the response times regarding the baseline starting temperature. The
response time to cooling at 29◦C is statistically significantly shorter than the response at 31◦C and
33◦C.
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Figure 3.15: The results of the response times regarding the rate of temperature change. No
significant results were found between the three rates of change.
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Figure 3.16: The results of applying three asymmetric hot and cold stimuli and a constant
temperature at 31◦C on ten subjects. Statistically significant differences were found between
thermal stimuli.

a "neutral" sensation. Continuous heating was also perceivable at 33◦C average temperature

stimulus. Participants did not report any sensation of temporary cooling during thermal stimulation

at 31◦C or 33◦C. However, the continuous heating sensation completely vanished at 29◦C average

temperature stimulus where participants reported a continuous cooling instead. Figure 3.16 shows

the results of the second part of the experiment.

For the last five participants, who had an additional comparison of the constant temperature

at 33◦C, the results did not show a statistically significant difference between the constant

temperature experiments at 33◦C and the stimulus at the same temperature as shown in Figure 3.17.

The study represented here tested thermal thresholds of cold receptors in ten participants

at three baseline starting temperatures and three rates of change to identify if they would have

a chance to perceive the slowly decreasing temperatures. The results showed that participants’

response time to cooling from 29◦C was statistically significantly shorter than the response of the

same cooling rates at 31◦C and 33◦C. Kenshalo [45] investigated warm and cold thresholds as a

function of rate of temperature change and showed that slower rates of change caused a noticeable
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Figure 3.17: The results of applying three asymmetric hot and cold stimuli and two constant
temperatures at 31◦C and 33◦C on the last five subjects. No significant results were found between
the constant experiments at 33◦C and thermal stimulus at the same temperature, highlighted in
black.

increase in warm and cold thresholds as shown in Figure 3.2. Kenshalo’s study, however, was

conducted using one baseline temperature at 31.5◦C and a 14.44 cm2 thermal stimulator which is

approximately twice as large as the stimulation used in this study. This suggests that the slowly

cooling actuators would be more likely to be perceived during the constant heating experiments,

however the average response time is still longer than that used in the constant heating experiments.

The second part of this study investigated the possibility of creating a continuous warm

sensation without changing the net temperature on the skin using slowly cooling and quickly

heating actuators. The results showed that participants clearly perceived continuous heating using

thermal stimulation at an average temperature of 31◦C. This sensation appeared to taper off as the

average temperature deviated from the normal skin temperature. For instance, thermal stimulation

at 33◦C average temperature generated a continuous feeling of heating, yet the application

of constant 33◦C temperature also generated a similar effect. Participants reported that both

experiments had a thermal sensation between "slightly warm" and "warm" on ASHRAE’s thermal

scale. However, the lack of the cold perception within the time frames of the 33◦C and 31◦C
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average temperature stimuli is in agreement with the hypothesis that is presented here, but within

limits. This may be related to the response functions of hot and cold receptors. Previous studies

showed that the static discharge of warm receptors starts at 30◦C [65], whilst cold receptors’ static

discharge reaches its peak between 25◦C and 30◦C [66].

Based on the results represented in this study, it appears that there is a range at which the

asymmetrically applied hot and cold stimuli are most active. To further investigate this range,

these stimuli can be tested using temperatures between 25◦C and 35◦C and can be later compared

to their peers of constantly applied stimuli in the same range. The results of these comparisons will

create a map of thermal responses at which these stimuli are most and least active. Furthermore,

the size of the thermal stimulus also affect thresholds [67] [68] [69]. To study the effect of area, the

asymmetrically applied hot and cold stimuli can be tested in 2 x 2, 2 x 3, and 3 x 3 thermal matrices

using the same thermal display device.

3.7 Discussion

The experiments showed that subjects were generally able to perceive a sensation of

continuous cooling. However, most of the subjects reported that the location of the cooling moved

around the arm throughout experimental set 1. The large surface area of each actuator and lack

of interspersing of the channels likely caused this perception of moving. Lee et al, showed that

cooling stimuli are localized significantly better than warming stimuli [70]. It was also shown that,

for warm thermal stimuli, spatial localization is usually very poor on the forearm [71], which may

account for this moving perception of cooling.

Interspersing the thermal actuators increases the effectiveness of the continuous cooling

sensation. Experimental set 2 offered a further study of this observation by increasing the number

of the actuators from four to twelve while decreasing the size of each actuator from 16 cm2 to

2.25 cm2. By decreasing the surface area of each actuator and interspersing them, the nine out

of ten subjects that perceived cooling in experimental set 2 reported a locally fixed feeling of

cooling. Sato [72] studied a thermal display on relatively small, spatially divided peltier devices
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and the results showed that small skin areas can perceive thermal stimulations effectively. Also,

decreasing the area of stimulation may have a slight effect on the cooling intensity, however, cold

thresholds are less dependent on the area compared to warm thresholds [53] [73].

The patterns of stimulation also showed a slight effect on thermal perception in

experimental set 1. Seven out of ten subjects reported that the ordered pattern was cooler than

the rearranged pattern. This can be explained by the locations of the coolest and warmest actuators

during the patterns shown in Figure 3.3. In the ordered pattern, the actuator with the lowest

temperature was next to the one with the highest temperature for 30 uninterrupted seconds out of

each 40 second cycle, which created a relatively high temperature difference applied on a relatively

small surface area. In the rearranged pattern, the lowest and the highest actuator temperature

were next to each other for only 20 seconds divided on two separate intervals of 10 seconds each.

This implies that the local temperature gradient has a significant effect on the consistency of the

continuous cooling perception.

Previous studies showed that warm thresholds decrease with faster rates of temperature

change [45]. However, experimental set 2 showed that 30/10 and 21/7 heating/cooling rates were

perceived as significantly colder than 45/15, even though it had the slowest rate of change at

0.022◦C/s. Moreover, subjects reported a better cooling perception in the 21/7 rate even though

the heating rate of change was the fastest at 0.047◦C/s. Harding and Loescher [69] tested different

rates of stimulus change up to 1◦C/s with a 16 x 16 mm peltier device and indicated that a faster rate

of stimulus change can invoke a thermal adaptation to the warming stimulus. However, they did

not find adaptation in cooling stimulus with the different rates of stimulus change. Thus, subjects

may have adapted to the warming stimulus during the 21/7 and 30/10 rates.

This study found a difference in the perception based on the location of applied stimulus. In

experimental set 1, two subjects performed the experiments on their posterior forearms in addition

to the anterior side. However, both subjects reported discomfort in positioning the dorsal area of

their forearms horizontally on the actuators for four minutes. Additionally, their forearms were

not in full contact with the actuators due to the unusual angle, thus, we did not continue this
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version of experimental set 1 and their data were discarded. The apparatus used in experimental

sets 2 and 3 helped us perform additional tests on the posterior area of both left and right forearms

of the subjects. The results showed a significantly colder sensation on the posterior forearms.

Stevens [74] found that thermal sensitivity varies 100-fold between body parts. Other studies

have shown that dorsal and ventral areas on the hand and the forearm have different thermal

sensitivities [75].

The results from experimental set 3 showed significant differences between different

answer times. Such differences were not found in experimental sets 1 and 2 since they

were conducted using the same heating/cooling ratio but with different patterns, locations, and

heating/cooling times. However, different heating/cooling ratios were used in experimental set 3

which means that, at a certain time period, subjects reported an answer while perceiving cold from

two, three, or four actuators based on the experiment’s ratio. Figure 3.11 shows that the perception

of cold may not be as consistent during the transient periods of the experiments, however, the

perception becomes relatively more consistent and intense after that. To better address the effect of

timing, more question timings should be tested to verify that the perception of cold is not consistent

during a time period. This inconsistency in perception can also be avoided by overlapping the

cooling periods of the actuators such that the next actuator reaches the perception threshold of

cold about the same time that the first one is switching to heating without causing a change in the

average temperature on the area of stimulation.

To compensate for the difference between heating/cooling ratios in experimental set 3, the

heating/cooling times for the 8:4 and the 10:2 ratios had to be modified from the original 30 second

heating and 10 second cooling. Instead of keeping the warming time constant and changing the

cooling time (for instance 30 second warming and 15 second cooling for the 8:4 ratio), we chose

to change both warming and cooling times in a way that keeps both times (26 second heating, 13

second cooling) close to the original 30 second heating and 10 second cooling. The same concept

was used to determine the heating/cooling times for the 10:2 ratio where the time cycles were

set as 35 second heating and 7 second cooling. Investigating different heating/cooling ratios with
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a constant warming or cooling time may determine whether the driving factor of the localized

thermal perception is governed by warm or cold stimulus. Melzack [76] found that a continuous

cold stimulus reduces the skin sensitivity to cold while warm stimulus increases it, which suggests

the maximum time for cooling should be limited.

Based on the data shown in Figure 3.2, relatively slow temperature rates of change should

not trigger the warm thermoreceptors. However, during experimental set 1, we found that a

1◦C increase can sometimes be sensed even with a low rate of change like 0.033◦C/s. We also

investigated different rates of temperature change in experimental sets 2 and 3 ranging from

0.022◦C/s to 0.047◦C/s and found that a 1◦C increase was not sensed. This is likely related to

the dependence of temperature perception on the heat flux transferred between the actuators and

the skin [77] and to the area of stimulation [53]. This is, however, challenging to control since

heat flux is based on the temperature differential between the lower layers of skin and the thermal

actuator. A better option to relate the applied heat to the perception in dynamic environments is

a flux meter that could be constructed by placing two resistance temperature detectors (RTD) on

either side of a thin film of material of known thermal conductivity. The temperature sensor pair

would measure the thermal flux entering the skin to test how absolute temperature and heat flux

affect thermal perception. There would be some delay associated with this measurement because

the thermal receptors measure the heat flux at a distance below the skin, but this difference should

be negligible over the time scales that would be studied.

Most thermal display applications provided a thermal feedback using hot or cold stimuli.

These stimuli often apply relatively large temperature differences on the skin. Salminen [78] found

that a 6◦C change on the skin temperature was unpleasant, arousing, and dominant. In other cases,

a combination of hot and cold stimuli, like the thermal grill illusion and synthetic heat, were used

to convey thermal information. These combinations also apply large temperature differences on the

skin and often diminish after a short time, typically around 10 seconds [60]. The method presented

here can apply a continuous cooling sensation without changing the average temperature of the

area of stimulation for substantially long periods as illustrated in Figure 3.11.
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Peltier devices were very effective and efficient to use as actuators in this study. However,

with continuous use, the heat build-up in the devices caused difficulties when cooling the actuators

after prolonged periods of time. Small differences can be observed between the different actuators

in Figure 3.6 even though the same controller properties were used. As an alternative, small hot

and cold liquid channels with controlled valves could replace the thermoelecric device system. Hot

and cold water would be mixed to the desired temperature and run through small tubes that are in

contact with the skin. The system could easily cover relatively larger skin areas and its temperature

could be controlled precisely. There will however be some difficulties in routing all of the water

tubes since they are typically less flexible than electrical cables.

3.8 Conclusion

We presented four-channel and twelve-channel dynamic thermal displays that were used

to create the sensation of continuous cooling without a change in the average temperature of

the area of stimulation. We focused on the interaction of a relatively large area of skin with

multiple nonlinear localized temperature changes. The study consisted of three different sets of

experiments. Twenty one subjects participated in a total of 142 sessions. The results showed

that subjects were generally able to perceive continuous cooling. The study demonstrated the

possibility of testing thermal perception without causing a net change in the actual thermal state of

the skin.

There are several planned future works and improvements that could be pursued for this

study including measuring the heat flux instead of the surface temperature to control the actuators.

These changes will likely lead to an improved and more robust perception.
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Chapter 4: Computational Analysis of Cooling Perception

4.1 Introduction

Computer simulations have been widely used in the past few decades by modeling systems

and processes to study their characteristics and reactions in the physical world. They can provide

information and conclusions about the studied system or process. For instance, Murakami [79]

used a simulation of airflow, moisture transport, and thermal radiation to predict the amount of

heat released from the human body. Ho and Jones [80] conducted a simulation study based on a

thermal model to predict the temperature response of the skin.

The method, previously discussed in chapter three, takes advantage of the nonlinear nature

of temperature perception of the skin to generate a continuous sensation of cooling. A few

thermal actuators were quickly cooled while others were slowly heated simultaneously on the

skin. The heating actuators were below the perception threshold so they were not detected but

cooling actuators were above the threshold, hence, they were detected. The results of this method,

discussed in chapter three, showed that a cooling sensation can be generated using asymmetrically

applied hot and cold stimuli. However, more information is needed to understand the temperature

distribution within the skin and how the skin reacts to the thermal stimuli. We hypothesize

that a simulation of a model that mimics the physical and thermal properties of the skin on the

human forearm can provide the capability to investigate more complex and technically challenging

variations of the same type of thermal display. In order to validate the results of the simulation,

a physical structure of the forearm was built using a copper tube covered with a thin layer of

polyurethane rubber serving as the skin of the forearm as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The copper

was heated so that the surface temperature of the polyurethane reaches the desired temperature of
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the copper cylinder with thermal actuators.

the human skin which is the same average skin temperature that was measured in the subjects that

participated in the previous set of experiments.

The purpose of this study is to present an approximate model of the skin that can provide

information about its temperature distribution and the thermal behavior when asymmetrical hot

and cold thermal stimuli are applied on it. The results of this study can help us have a better

understanding of the effects of temperature change on the skin at different depths. The results will

also help us perform more challenging thermal display experiments and predict their outcomes.

4.2 Background

It is known that thermal receptors that are located in the skin can thermally identify and

discriminate between different objects by detecting the temperature differences that occur on the

skin. Perceiving temperature differences depends on many factors such as the rate of temperature

change and temperature of the surface of the skin [52]. These receptors are also important for

regulating the temperature of the body.
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Most of the mathematical and computational models were developed to study the

thermoregulation system and the general thermal comfort of humans [5]. For example, Rugh and

Bharathan [81] [82] simulated a human model based on a manikin where the human physiological

response and skin temperatures were studied to investigate the thermal effect of a climate control

system of an automobile. Other studies have developed mathematical models to predict the human

thermal response in different environments [83] [84]. Computer models were also used to study

the performance and characteristics of different devices. Boetcher et al. [85] performed numerical

simulations to test skin-surface temperature measurement devices. Numerical models were also

used to investigate the effect of airflow and thermal noise in detecting tumors [86]. Moreover,

McKnight [87] studied the effects of thermoelectric devices on thermal receptors inside the skin.

The simulation performed in this study aims to investigate the thermal perception of the

skin when asymmetrical hot and cold stimuli are applied. The simulations also aim to test the

performance of the thermal display device discussed in chapter three.

4.3 Approach

For this model, a simple cylindrical structure is considered to approximate the shape of the

forearm. The structure consists of a core, which represents the forearm, and a thin layer that covers

the core, which represents the skin. Based on Figure 4.1, a copper tube with an outer diameter

D = 7.6 cm, a length L = 30.5 cm, and a wall thickness t1 = 0.23 cm is chosen to represent the

forearm. A polyurethane layer with a thickness of t2 = 2 mm is chosen to approximate the skin

of the forearm. The thermal conductivity of polyurethane ranges from 0.2 W/mK to 0.3 W/mK in

its rubber form which is similar to the thermal conductivities of the dermis and epidermis layers

combined in the human skin where the thermoreceptors are located [88].

The air that is in contact with the model is considered to be stagnant with a convective heat

transfer coefficient of 10W/mK at 23◦C ambient temperature. Further, warm water is chosen to

generate heat in the cylindrical structure. The water runs through the copper tube to warm up the

structure so that the surface temperature of the skin reaches 31.5◦C.
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4.3.1 Analytical Solution

The temperature at the core of the cylindrical structure can be calculated using the concept

of thermal resistance. The total resistance of the two layer cylindrical system shown in Figure 4.2,

is calculated as follows [89] :

Rtotal = R1 +R2 +R3 +R4 (4.1)

Rtotal =
1

h12πr1L
+

ln r2
r1

2πk1L
+

ln r3
r2

2πk2L
+

1
h22πr3L

(4.2)

where

r1 = Inner radius of copper.

r2 = Outer radius of copper.

r3 = Outer radius of polyurethane.

h1 = Convective heat transfer coefficient of water flowing in a pipe.

h2 = Convective heat transfer coefficient of stagnant air.

k1 = Thermal conductivity of copper.

k2 = Thermal conductivity of rubber polyurethane.

On the surface of the polyurethane material, the rate of heat flow is represented as

follows [89] :

qconvection = h1A(Tsur f ace −T∞) (4.3)

Equation (4.3) can also be written as the ratio of the temperature gradient to the

corresponding thermal resistance [89] :

qconvection =
Ts2 −Tsur f ace

R3
=

Twater −Ts2

R1 +R2
(4.4)

The result of Equation (4.4) shows that Twater = 32.15◦C. This result was later used to set

the temperature of the water inside the copper pipe to generate the desired skin surface temperature

of 31.5◦C.
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Figure 4.2: Temperature distribution of a copper cylinder covered with a polyurethane layer
at transient state. The electrical resistances represent thermal resistance associated with the
conduction and convection of heat.

4.3.2 Finite Element Modeling

The modeled forearm and thermal display system, shown in Figure 4.3, were created using

SOLIDWORKS, whereas the simulation was conducted using ANSYS v15.0. The model was

set up using transient thermal analysis and had dimensions of 30.5 cm 7.8 cm, 8.2 cm, a volume of

340.72 cm3, and weighed 1.76 kg. The geometry of the model was sliced in four places in the x and

the y axes using ANSYS Design Modeler in order to better control the mesh size in the stimulation

area, which is the area underneath the thermal actuators. This procedure resulted in 24 bodies and

62 bonded contact regions. Furthermore, aluminum plates (15 mm x 15 mm x 3.8 mm) were chosen

to represent the thermal actuators in the model instead of using ceramic peltier devices that were

used in the twelve-channel thermal display device. The reason of this substitution was to simplify

the thermal display apparatus in the model. Initially, the main purpose of using peltier devices

in the experiments was to apply temperature differences on the forearm, therefore, an aluminum

plate that applies the same temperature difference on the modeled arm is sufficient. Moreover, the
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thermal actuators in the apparatus were also covered with aluminum plates that were directly in

contact with the skin.

Figure 4.3: ANSYS model of the copper cylinder with thermal actuators.

For the cylindrical structure, the governing differential equation of the polyurethane layer

in the radial direction is represented as follows:

1
r2
(

∂

∂ r
)(r2

∂T
∂ r

) =
k2

ρ2c
(
∂T
∂ t

) (4.5)

where:

ρ2 = Density of polyurethane.

c = Specific heat of polyurethane.

The boundary conditions of the polyurethane layer are:

T (r2) = 32.15◦C

−k dT
dr r=r3

= h2(T (r3)−T∞)

T (r)t=0 = 31.5◦C

The model was meshed using four sizing modules in four main geometries: the copper tube,

the stimulation area, the twelve actuators, and the rest of the polyurethane layer. The copper tube

and the polyurethane layer were meshed using an element size of 1 cm while the actuators were
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Figure 4.4: Meshing of the stimulation area.

meshed using an element size of 0.3 cm. The main focus in this simulation was to approximate

the skin on the area of stimulation hence, these geometries were coarsely meshed in order to save

processing time since two of which only act as temperature sources. Moreover, finer element sizes

were tested on these geometries, however, they did not have a significant impact on the results. On

the other hand, several element size trials were attempted on the area of stimulation ranging from

1 cm to 0.1 cm. The goal was to create fine-enough nodes inside the stimulation area and on its

surfaces. Using an element size of 0.2 cm generated three nodal layers in the stimulation area, as

illustrated in Figure 4.4, and resulted in 56,174 nodes in the model, hence, a 0.2 cm element size

was implemented. A 0.1 cm element size was also tested and resulted in 221,360 nodes, however,

it did not add a significant change on the final results. Also, the finer mesh increased the processing

time significantly. The generated mesh of the model has a fine relevance center, high smoothing

factor, and slow transition between the nodes. Appendix C shows the effect of the number of nodes

on the temperature readings under one of the actuators, as well as the element quality in the model.

Five temperature modules, one convection module, and one insulation module were applied

to govern the boundary conditions of the simulation. The initial temperature was set at 31.5◦C

which represents the surface temperature of the skin. The first temperature module was applied on
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the copper tube, keeping its operating temperature at 32.15◦C which is the calculated temperature

at the core the cylindrical structure. Because of the good thermal conductivity of copper, the

temperature differences across the tube wall were neglected. The other four temperature modules

were used to apply the continuous cooling sequence on the twelve actuators. The heating/cooling

pattern was applied diagonally in the actuators as illustrated in Figure 3.3(b), using the 30/10,

12/7 and 45/15 heating/cooling rates. The convection module was applied on the surface of the

skin simulating the environment around the forearm. The convective heat transfer coefficient was

set to 10W/mK at 23◦C ambient temperature. The insulation module was applied on surfaces

of both ends of the model forcing the heat to be dissipated radially across the copper and the

skin. The transient thermal analysis of the model had 24 steps and 240 seconds end time for the

30/10 heating/cooling rate resulting in a step size of 10 seconds. Each step was divided into 20

substeps. Different substep sizes were also tested to investigate the effect of time discretization

on the temperature readings. The results did not show a difference in temperature readings when

substeps were changed.

Four temperature probes were added in the stimulation area to record the temperatures

under, and between, the actuators. The probes were initially placed 0.05 cm under the surface of

the stimulation area. However, the temperatures were recorded at different depths from 0 cm to

0.2 cm. These temperature recordings were later compared to the actual thermistor readings from

the physical experiment.

4.3.3 Physical Validation

In order to validate the results of the simulation, where the twelve-channel dynamic thermal

display was used on an approximate model of the skin, a physical experimental model of the

simulation was built. The physical model of the forearm was constructed using a 30.5 cm long

copper tube. The skin was approximated using a 30 cm x 48 cm polyurethane sheet. A water

bath and a pump were used to run 32.2◦C warm water in the copper tube to generate heat in

the physical model based on the results of the analytical solution. The relatively high thermal
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conductivity of copper decreased the transient time that took the physical model to warm up to the

desired temperature.

4.3.3.1 Assembly

The copper tube was connected to the water bath and pump using hoses, rubber couplings,

and plastic fittings on both ends. The polyurethane sheet was tightly applied on the tube as shown

in Figure 4.5. The four thermistors are immersed in the 0.2 cm thick polyurethane to record

the temperature of the material at four different locations. Similar to the temperature probes in

the simulation, the thermistors were placed so that two would read the temperature of the skin

directly under two different actuators while the other two thermistors were placed in between the

actuators. Because of the nature of the preparation procedure, the depth of each thermistor was

not known during the experiments. The depths were determined after the experiments by cutting

the polyurethane sheet using a stencil knife. Comparisons of the depths and temperature readings

were later conducted with the results of the simulation.

The thermal display apparatus was placed on top of the skin and fixed around the copper

tube. The apparatus was aligned with the skin’s thermistors to ensure that two thermistors are

placed under two actuators and another two are placed between the actuators. The whole system

was then elevated 10 cm and was placed horizontally on a wooden structure for the ease of access.

4.3.3.2 Experimental Procedure

At the beginning of each experiment, the water bath pumped 32.2◦C warm water through

the copper tube that is covered with a 0.2 cm thick sheet of polyurethane. The water bath

operating temperature fluctuated between 32◦C and 32.2◦C however, the surface temperature of

the model was not affected by the fluctuation. Moreover, the surface temperature was tested at

the beginning and end of each experiment using a non-contact laser temperature gun. When the

surface temperature settled on 31.5◦C, the thermal display apparatus was applied on the physical

model.
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Figure 4.5: The setup used for the experiments.

The experimental set was divided into ten phases using a 30/10 diagonal heating/cooling

time rate at ten different average temperatures from 25.5◦C to 33.5◦C. Each phase of the

experimental set lasted four minutes. The first minute of each phase was not analyzed in order

to allow the thermal stimulation to settle on consistent heating/cooling cycles. The temperature

readings of the four thermistors in polyurethane were then recorded every 100 ms throughout the

last three minutes. The surface temperature of the polyurethane was measured at the end of each

experiment to ensure no temperature build-ups occurred in the skin.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Finite Element Model

In this model, the simulation predicted the temperature of the polyurethane layer in the

area under the thermal stimuli. The results showed that the average surface temperature of the

polyurethane layer was 31.5◦C which was the desired skin temperature. Figure 4.6 shows the

temperature readings of the probes in the area under the actuators at 0.2 mm, 1 mm, and 1.8 mm
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Figure 4.6: Temperature inside the polyurethane layer under one of the actuators at three different
depths.

under the surface of the polyurethane layer using 30/10 heating/cooling rate. The oscillation of

the temperature decreases with the depth of the approximated skin layer, however the average

temperature increases as the probes get closer to the surface of the copper tube. Similarly, the

temperature readings of the area between the actuators increase with the depth of the skin layer,

as illustrated in Figure 4.7. Appendix D contains temperature graphs showing the relationship

between temperature and depth for areas under the actuators.

Different patterns, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 (b) (c) were also simulated using 9:3

heating/cooling ratio. The results did not show any noticeable difference in the temperature

readings between the ratios. Furthermore, the 21/7 and 45/15 heating/cooling rates were

investigated. Figure 4.8 illustrates the difference between the temperature readings under an

actuator among the three heating/cooling rates.

4.4.2 Physical Experiments

Four thermistors were used to validate the results of the simulation. Figure 4.9 shows

the temperature readings of a thermistor under one of the actuators using diagonal 30/10
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Figure 4.7: Temperature readings inside the polyurethane layer between the actuators at four
different average temperatures of thermal stimuli.
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Figure 4.8: Temperature readings at different heating/cooling rates.

heating/cooling rate at different average temperatures of thermal stimuli. The readings show that

the temperature of the skin fluctuated within 0.2◦C under the actuators. The readings also reveal

that the temperature under the actuators increases as the average temperature of thermal stimuli
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increases. Furthermore, the temperature readings of the thermistors located between the actuators

also increase as the average stimuli temperature increases, however, the fluctuations in the readings

are more subtle as illustrated in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature readings inside the polyurethane layer under one of the actuators at four
different average temperatures of thermal stimuli.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature readings inside the polyurethane layer between the actuators at three
different average temperatures of thermal stimuli.
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4.4.3 Comparison

The experimental setup served as a physical validation for the simulation, therefore, a

comparison was conducted between the temperature readings of the experiment and the results

of the simulation. A stencil knife was used to cut the polyurethane layer near the thermistors to

measure their depths in the material. The results showed that all four thermistors were between 1.6

and 1.8 mm below the surface of polyurethane layer. Figure 4.11 shows that the temperatures of the

physical experiment and the simulation model at 1.6 mm under an actuator had similar readings but

were out of phase. Figure 4.12 represents the temperature readings in the physical experiment and

the simulation between the actuators. The comparison shows that both temperatures were constant

in that area, however, there was a 0.5◦C difference between them.
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Figure 4.11: The temperature difference between the experiment and the simulation 1.6 mm under
an actuator.

4.5 Discussion

The results of the simulation showed that the temperature on the surface of the skin

remained at 31.5◦C throughout the simulation which suggests that there was no actual heating

occurring on the skin, and that the thermal display did not change the average temperature in the

area of stimulation. Similar to the applied pattern, the readings under the actuators showed that the
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temperature was cooling quickly and warming slowly within 0.2◦C which is an indication that the

effect of continuous cooling was still present at 1.0 mm under the polyurethane layer. Even though

the effect of continuous cooling lost 80% of its efficiency at this depth, these results can give an

indication about the intensity of this method of stimulation at different depths of the skin. However,

hot and cold receptors are usually located between 0.2 mm and 0.5 mm under the skin [90] [91]

which suggests that the efficiency of this the continuous cooling should be much higher.
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Figure 4.12: The temperature difference between the experiment and the simulation 1.6 mm under
the area between the actuators.

The simulation results also showed that the temperature readings in the areas under and

between the actuators increased as the depths of the temperature probes increased. In fact,

the fluctuations of the readings tended to taper off as the probes became closer to the copper

tube. Additionally, the temperature was more constant between the actuators which indicates

that approximately 44.4% of the stimulation area did not perceive the continuous cooling effect

that is associated with temperature change. However, the unstimulated area should not affect the

overall sensation of continuous cooling. Studies have shown that the thermoreceptors are poor at

discriminating between two spatially divided stimuli [71] [92].
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Furthermore, the model can be modified to study the effect of spatial summation. Studies

have shown that thermal threshold is inversely related to the area of stimulation [53]. However,

this relation is less distinct for the perception of cold [67] [93]. Spatial summation can be further

investigated with the model used in this study. The actuators’ layout can produce a combination

of different sizes and shapes of thermal stimulation to test warm and cold thresholds on areas

between 2 cm2 and 48.53 cm2. Moreover, the size of the actuators can be increased or decreased in

a way that keeps the total area of stimulation constant to investigate the effect of spaces between

the actuators and whether the thermal intensity changes. In contrast, the total area of stimulation

can be increased by adding more actuators to the system to study the effect of the stimulation

area on the temperature distribution and the overall perception of cold. This type of actuator can

alternatively be replaced by a hot and cold liquid channels system to generate the same effect

of continuous cooling. The simulated model will provide the ability to test efficiency of such

a system and whether it can be a practical replacement to the thermoelectric devices which are

currently used.

On the other hand, the results of the physical model showed differences in the temperature

readings between the areas that are located under the actuators and the areas between the actuators,

as illustrated in Figure 4.9 and 4.10. All of the temperature readings in the experiments were

recorded using 30/10 heating/cooling rate with a diagonal pattern. The temperature under the

actuators showed that the effect of continuous cooling is still present even at 1.6 mm under the

skin, whereas the temperature between the actuators remained constant with different stimuli

temperatures.

The results of the physical experiments were very similar to the findings of the simulation

model. This similarity is best illustrated in Figure 4.11 where both results had the same behavior

even though they were out of phase. This lag was caused by the time delay associated with

the proportional control system of the stimuli that depended on the temperature feedback of the

thermistors. Figure 4.12 also shows a comparison between the temperatures of the model and the

experiments which shows that both temperatures were constant in the area between the actuators.
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However, there was an average difference of 0.5◦C between both results. The comparison also

showed subtle fluctuations in the temperature recorded from the experiments. These differences

and fluctuations may have been caused by the possibility that the wirings of the thermistors might

have been directly exposed to the actuators. Due to the conductive nature of these wires, some

temperature variations could have been conveyed to the thermistors which led to the difference and

fluctuation in the temperature. This problem can be avoided in the future by fully immersing the

thermistors and the wirings in the polyurethane sheet horizontally during the preparation process.

The polyurethane layer should provide some insulation to the thermistors’ wirings and connectors.

Another way for insulation is to apply heat shrink tubings on the wirings.

The physical setup can be further improved to achieve more accurate results. For instance,

during the making process of the polyurethane sheet, it was noticed that micro air bubbles formed

and were trapped in the material while it cured. To minimize the likelihood of air bubbles forming

in polyurethane layer, the material can be heated before curing to release the excess air. A light

vibration can also be applied on the mold prior to pouring the material to release air from it.

Another suggestion to improve the results of the experiments is to add more temperature sensors

in the skin-like layer. The data acquisition device that was used to collect the temperatures had

16 analog inputs, 12 of which were allocated to controlling the thermal display device hence, due

to this limitation, it was not possible to add more than four sensors. This number was sufficient

enough to record the temperature at different stimulation areas, however, more sensors will be

needed to monitor more locations in the skin.

The 21/7 and 45/15 rates were also tested in the simulation using the diagonal pattern.

The results showed that all of these heating/cooling rates had the same amplitude as represented in

Figure 4.8. The figure also shows that the 45/15 rate had the least heating and cooling cycles during

the same time interval. In the experiments, discussed in chapter 3, subjects reported that 30/10 and

21/7 heating/cooling rates were statistically significantly colder than the 45/15 rate as illustrated in

Figure 3.8. The latter results may be related to the fact that the 45/15 rate had less cooling cycles

and longer periods between them which made the effect of continuous cooling relatively irregular.
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Irregular and inconsistent perception of cold was also observed in the experiments,

discussed in chapter three, at which different heating/cooling ratios were applied, as illustrated

in Figure 3.11. Subjects perceived cooling from two, three, or four actuators depending on the

ratio that was being applied on the skin. To overcome this problem, a new pattern can be used such

that one cooling cycle reaches the cold threshold by the time the previous cooling cycle switched

to heating without changing the average temperature of skin. The simulation can provide more

information about the temperature readings at the times where subjects provided a feedback to

the thermal stimuli which may help us investigate whether or not the cold perception was indeed

inconsistent. Additionally, the proposed overlapping pattern can also be tested on the model to

verify the continuity of the cold perception.

The results of the simulation gave some explanation of the efficiency and the intensity

as well as the spatial distribution of the method of continuous cooling. These results were also

validated in the physical experiment which showed similar information about the temperature

distribution inside the skin layer. These findings suggest that the simulation can be harnessed

to further analyze more advanced and technically challenging versions of this particular type of

thermal displays like adding more actuators and temperature probes to the system. Additionally,

the simulation can be used to observe the thermal behavior of the skin layer when a continuous

heating stimulus is applied. The continuous heating effect occurs when some actuators are slowly

cooling while others are quickly warming without causing a change in the average temperature

of the skin as explained in section 3.6. Modeling this type of thermal stimuli will provide an

insight of the temperature distribution inside the skin. Furthermore, knowing the temperature

readings at different depths of the skin, and the thermal conductivity of the skin will provide useful

information about the heat flux that is transferred out or into the skin. The model can calculate

the heat flux that is transferred between the actuators and the skin which is the driving factor of

temperature perception. The calculated amount and direction of heat flux from the model can later

be used to control the thermal actuators more accurately via a flux meters instead of depending on

a temperature feedback.
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4.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented a simulation of an approximate model of the skin that was developed

to investigate the thermal perception of the skin when asymmetrical hot and cold stimuli are

applied. The results showed that the average surface temperature of the skin did not change during

the thermal stimulation. The simulation also showed that the effect of the continuous cooling

method was still present at depths up to 1.8 mm under the surface of the skin. A physical model

was built and used to validated the simulation. The results of the physical experiments were similar

to the findings of the simulation. It was shown that the simulation model can be utilized to predict

the temperature and thermal behavior of the skin in different scenarios of this particular type of

thermal stimuli.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work

Thermal perception occurs as a result of the difference in the temperatures between the

surface of the skin and an object. It is because of this difference we are able to detect and identify

thermal cues about that object. In this dissertation, I presented a novel method that can generate a

unique thermal display that may be able to help us better understand temperature perception in the

field of thermal haptics.

5.1 Conclusions

I started this dissertation by investigating the general sense of temperature perception and

the level of comfort in closed environments. Several field surveys were conducted studying the

ability of occupants of these environments to perceive and predict temperature. The surveys were

carried out in two locations in the United States and Jordan. The surveys also investigated the

influence of culture and climate on temperature perception and thermal comfort. The results

showed statistically significant differences in perception and temperature prediction between

genders. Female subjects were generally more sensitive to temperature drop and more accurate

in predicting the operating indoor temperature. However, the prediction of male and female

participants became more accurate when the indoor temperature increased. The results also showed

a statistically significant difference in temperature perception, measured by the thermal comfort

scale, when the temperature increased by 3◦C in the summer surveys and when the temperature

decreased by the same amount during the fall surveys. However, neither of these differences

exceeded the level of comfort during the surveys. This finding suggests that there is a range

of "neutral" sensation which allows us to slightly increase the indoor temperature in summer or

decrease it in winter without sacrificing the level of comfort.
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The previous findings encouraged a focus on an individual level by applying temperature

changes on large areas of the skin in a way that this change is perceived without changing the

level of comfort of the body. The idea was to apply dynamic localized temperature changes on

the forearm to create a sensation of a continuous cooling or heating. Two thermal display devices

of four and 12 actuators were successfully designed and constructed to test this method through a

series of experiments on over 20 participants. The design of the thermal display devices allowed

the testing of several heating and cooling rates and ratios as well as different patterns of stimuli.

The results showed that the continuous cooling and heating sensations were successfully perceived.

This sensation was perceived without causing a change in the average temperature on the area of

stimulation which is an important advantage for this method. It will allow us to test the possibility

of dissipating heat from or into the body in order to expunge internal heat and start to decrease the

core temperature. By applying the changing temperature patterns as discussed in this dissertation,

it may be possible to affect the body’s perception of temperature and, maybe eventually, affect a

change in the thermoregulation channels.

This method demonstrates the use of the nonlinear phenomenon of temperature perception

of the skin. It has a great potential of conveying the temperature of objects in virtual reality

applications without applying excessive temperature differences on the skin. Since human skin is

more adept at detecting changes in temperature or heat fluxes than actual absolute temperatures,

it is proposed that a device that could convey a sensation of constant heating or cooling would be

highly effective in conveying a clearly discernible, but not overwhelming, signal.

These results provided the motivation to further develop a finite element model to simulate

the effect of the twelve-channel thermal display device on the skin. A model of the forearm was

simulated using a layer of polyurethane rubber, approximating the skin model, and a copper tube,

representing the core of the forearm. The thermal display device, however, was simulated using

twelve blocks of aluminum that had the same dimensions of the real actuators and were fixed on

top of the skin. In the simulation, the continuous cooling thermal display was applied using three

heating and cooling rates. The results showed that the average surface temperature of the skin
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model did not change when the stimuli were applied. The results also showed that the effect of

continuous cooling was present at depths up to 1.8 mm below the surface of the skin.

To validate these results, a physical model of the forearm was constructed using a copper

tube and a thin layer of polyurethane rubber as a skin. Several experiments of a continuous cooling

effect were successfully conducted using the physical model. The results of the experiments

showed that the temperature readings of the skin followed the same trend of the temperatures

that were observed in the simulation. Similar to the simulation results, the physical experiments

also showed that the temperature readings in the area under the thermal stimuli increased as the

average applied temperature increased. The trend of the readings, however, did not change with

the increasing temperature. These results show that the thermal display has a temporary effect on

the areas that are located directly under the actuators, but it does not appear to have the same effect

on the areas between the actuators.

These findings can give us more information about the importance of the actuators’ size

and how they are interspaced during the stimuli, which may help in delivering a more efficient

continuous cooling sensation in the future. The results also suggest that a simulation of continuous

cooling or heating stimuli can be used to further investigate other cases or conditions of this method

at which experimentations are challenging, or not possible, to conduct in the real world. It provides

us with a safe and an ideal environment where this method can be tested over a large range of

average applied temperatures. The results of the simulation could have a great impact on our

understanding of temperature perception and the spatial resolution of the skin. For example, the

thermal actuators can be reshaped or resized to test the effect of the sizes and shapes of the actuators

on perception. More actuators can also be added to cover a larger area of stimuli.

5.2 Future Work

The future efforts can be aimed to designing and building an improved and more advanced

thermal display devices. The current device has twelve actuators that are individually controlled

by temperature sensors. Therefore, the generated thermal perception effect has been described in
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terms of temperature differences, however, it will be most effective if implemented in terms of heat

flux since human skin measures the rate of heat flux. To do that, the temperature sensors should be

replaced with flux meters that can be fabricated using two resistance temperature detectors applied

on both sides of a thin film with known thermal conductivity. This method will give us a better

control over the actuators by applying precise amounts of heat flux on the skin.

It has been shown that a continuous heating sensation can be perceived using slowly cooling

actuators and quickly heating actuators. The results however, showed that there is a range at which

the continuous heating effect is most active. For example, the experiments showed that a 33◦C

continuous heating display was not statistically significantly warmer than a constant stimulus at

the same temperature. Further, a 29◦C continuous heating display had a cooling effect on subjects.

To investigate the different effects of operating temperatures, the continuous heating effect can be

tested at stimuli temperatures ranging from 25◦C to 35◦C and compared with constant stimuli at

the same temperatures. The results will provide a heat perception map that shows the range of

temperatures at which this method is most efficient.

Finally, the finite element model can be used in the future to increase the number of

actuators that are used in the thermal display. For instance, a model of 24 actuators can be tested

to investigate the effect of the stimulation area on the perception of temperature. Furthermore, the

model itself can be modified to test the perception in different environments and conditions such

as higher or lower room temperatures.
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Appendix C: Temperature Readings vs Number of Nodes
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Figure C.1: Temperature readings versus the number of nodes in the stimulation area.
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86 

 
 

 

Figure C.2: The element quality of the stimulation area. 
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Appendix D: Temperature Readings vs Depth
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Figure D.1: Temperature readings versus the depth of the stimulation area.
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Figure D.1: Continued. 
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